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NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG MOBILITY CORE The mobility of action RPGs is one of the most important
game-design elements. The days of tanking are over! The limitless battery of typical fantasy RPGs is
no longer effective when played multiplayer. How about creating a world where your characters can
freely go and attack the enemies? This is a common request among fans, and the starting point for
our development. This is a new fantasy-action RPG developed by DynamicFire and Skull-Plant. After
creating a new world where the enemies have infinite defenses, we continued working on mobility
and balance so that the new world will be fun to play. This is the result of that research. We plan to
continuously release the game system, expand the world and add more interesting contents and
enemies in order to maintain the thrill of surprise. ABOUT ELDEN RING The goal of Elden Ring is to
bring a new fantasy action RPG with world-class mobility that does not require a powerful PC in order
to enjoy the game. We are developing a game where players can freely go anywhere in order to
enjoy the exciting game. The game has a large map that can be freely changed and expanded, and
we are creating many new contents so that players can enjoy a full-featured game. YAMATO KOJO
STORYGAME STORIES FROM CROSS GENERATION Launched the HISTORY OF YAMATO KOJO. To
commemorate the anniversary of our company, we will launch stories from five of the most popular
characters in our history as text/audio books. ULTRA VIVE PC・PS4・XONE The VIVE is a VR headset
that offers one of the most immersive gaming experience available. The Rift has unprecedented high
resolution and pixel density, far exceeding the quality of other current VR headset, however, the
screen is a mirror, so there are still some troubles with tracking. The VIVE incorporates active head
tracking and 6 DOF tracking (6 Degrees of Freedom tracking)

Features Key:
Classes: Adventure, Rogue, Warrior, Mage
Sleeping Life Support: Spells (Infinity Glove), Possession
Various Character Changes: Classes, Skills, Race, Paints
Furthermore, customize your weapon and armor

Hints of the game:

Online plus Offline play
Observe your surroundings and the tiles within the battlefield while in your travels
Create your allies!
Robotic creatures will discover their behavior through their emotions and adapt to you
Think about what to eat
Connectively continues for the game world’s over 300 hours of gameplay

EXPLORE, FIGHT, AND DEFEAT IN THE UNBELIEVABLE WORLD OF FANTASY

Naughty Dog's next game Naughty Dog 2013 was shown off on the Google homepage, VIDEO REVEAL: > 

Naughty Dog, which built Sony's Naughty Dog 2010, is responsible for acclaimed Uncharted, Naughty Dog
2010, and works on other franchises such as Naughty Dog 2012 in Sony's Software Technology Lab. The
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studio will continue to be led by Hideo Kojima 
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